UNU Interactive Seminar on Global Issues # 11

Date: Friday, 21 May 2010, 16:00-18:00
Venue: 5th Floor, Elizabeth Rose Hall, United Nations University
Speaker: Edward Newman, Senior Lecturer, University of Birmingham
Discussants: Sukehiro Hasegawa, Professor, Hosei University
Sorpong Peou, Professor, Sophia University
Language: Japanese and English, simultaneous interpretation

Program
16:00 - 16:05 Introduction
Madoka Futamura, Academic Programme Officer, UNU
16:05 - 16:35 Lecture: Critical Perspectives on Liberal Peacebuilding: Can Human Security Offer a Way Forward?
Edward Newman, Senior Lecturer, University of Birmingham
16:35 - 17:05 Commentary
Sukehiro Hasegawa, Professor, Hosei University
Sorpong Peou, Professor, Sophia University
17:05 - 17:35 Discussion
17:35 - 18:00 Reception (coffee and tea)